Arts and Sciences Electives That Satisfy Grady’s 65-Hour Requirement

Arts and sciences electives may be chosen from any of the following departments. ROTC and Honors students have some exceptions; please see the next page.

AFAM – African American Studies  ISIW – Interdisciplinary Studies–Islamic World
AFST – African Studies  ITAL – Italian
AMHA – Amharic  INTL – International Affairs
ARTI – Artificial Intelligence  JPNS – Japanese
ANTH – Anthropology  KREN – Korean
ARAB – Arabic  LACS – Latin American & Caribbean Studies
ARED – Art Education  LATN – Latin
ARGD – Art Graphic Design  LING – Linguistics
ARHI – Art History  MAND – Manding
ARID – Art Interior Design  MARS – Marine Sciences
ARST – Art Studio Art  MATH – Mathematics
ARTS – Art  MBUS – Music Business
ASTR – Astronomy  MDVL – Medieval Studies
BCMB – Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  MIBO – Microbiology
BENG – Bengali  MSIT 3000 – Equivalent to STAT 3000. This
BINF - Bioinformatics  is the only MSIT class that counts as A&S.
BIOL – Biology  MUSI – Music
BTNY – Botany  NAMS – Native American Studies
CBIO – Cellular Biology  PASH – Pashto
CHNS – Chinese  PBIIO – Plant Biology
CHEM – Chemistry  PERS – Persian
CLAS – Classical Culture  PHIL – Philosophy
CMLT – Comparative Literature  PHYS – Physics
COMM – Communication Studies  POLS – Political Science
CSCI – Computer Science  PORT – Portuguese
DRAM – Drama  PSYC – Psychology
DANC – Dance  PTSP – Portuguese and Spanish
ECON – Economics  RELI – Religion
ECOL – Ecology  ROML – Romance Languages
EMUS – Music Education  RUSS – Russian
ENGL – English  SEMI – Semitic
ENTO – Entomology  SCAN – Scandinavian
FCID – Franklin Interdisciplinary Studies  SLAV – Slavic Languages and Cultures
FILM – Film Studies  SOCI – Sociology
FREN – French  SPAN – Spanish
GENE – Genetics  SPCM – Speech Communication
GEOG – Geography  STAT – Statistics
GEOL – Geology  SWAH – Swahili
GPST – Global Policy Studies  THEA – Theatre
GREK – Greek  TURK – Turkish
GRMN – German  URDU – Urdu
HEBR – Hebrew  VIET – Vietnamese
HNDI – Hindi  WIPP – Writing Intensive Program
HIST – History  WMST – Women’s Studies
INDO – Indonesian  YORB – Yoruba
INTS – Interdisciplinary Studies  ZULU – Zulu
ISCI – Integrated Science
Additional courses for ROTC and Honors students that count as Arts & Sciences electives for Grady:

AIR 0200
AIR 0403
MIL 0300
MIL 0402
AIRS2****
AIRS4****
MILS3****
MILS4****

HONS2010H
HONS2020H
HONS2040H
HONS2050H
HONS2070H
HONS2080H
HONS3010H
HONS3040H
HONS3070H
HONS4010H
HONS4080H
HONS1990H
FRES1990H
HONS4020H
HONS4040H
HONS4050H
HONS4070H